KNOW-HOW
Lifting/working tables

Handling-devices

Roller/measuring tracks

Gluing presses

Lifting tables and height adjustable worktables
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Lifting tables and height-adjustable worktables ensure ergonomic workplaces and, by extension, healthier and thus more efficient employees.
Lifting tables from the NIVEAU series, the extremely resilient or super-flat
TransLift lifting tables or the diverse SUPPORTER all have one thing in
common: They add the height needed for ergonomic work to the workpiece to be processed.
The comprehensive range and diverse accessories ensure that you will
have the right table for any use.

Handling devices
Handling devices are the daily helpers that facilitate work.
The mini-lifter TEAMER lifts loads to the desired level in a back-compatible
manner. We also offer the transport carts TRAPEZ, MULTI-CAR and CADDY for
more efficient material logistics.

Roller and measuring tracks
Precise work is made easy with the roller and measuring tracks.
The stop carriage is fastened in the desired position. Precise shortening, sawing, etc. are easy. Many versions adjust to the requirements of different areas of
application.
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Gluing presses
BORA - the universal perforated plate gluing press for the production of doors, frames, fillings, steps, etc. The perforated plate system
permits almost every imaginable use in connection with different
functional elements.
Cabinet elements, drawers and other geometric bodies can be securely
and quickly glued with the body press device.
BORA has a comprehensive range of accessories.

KONTRA Star is the three-level version of the gluing presses in the
established KONTRA series. Rotation around the centre axis permits
free access to all levels. The KONTRA Star has a pressing length of up
to 6,000 mm.

LogDos - Glue dispenser
LogDos glue dispensers permit highly economic gluing.
The containers are available in different sizes and with a great range
of accessories.

Service ganz groß!

Service

The Beck team stays always at the latest state of the art and knows
precisely what its customers want. Feel free to contact us if you have any
questions, suggestions or information to exchange.

Beck machines have been established on the market for many years.
They are subject to continuous further development.
New machines supplement and complete the machinery range and thus
adjust to the wishes and needs of the pros who work with them every
day.
Service is vital to us!

Info-/Service-Phone:
+49 7576 962978-0

Reinhold Beck
Maschinenbau GmbH

Im Grund 23
D-72505 Krauchenwies

Phone +49 7576 962978-0
Fax +49 7576 962978-90

www.beck-maschinenbau.de
info@beck-maschinenbau.de

